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Summary
Background and objectives Abnormal left ventricular structure and function are associated with increased risk of
adverse outcomes among patients with CKD and ESRD. A better understanding of changes in left ventricular
mass and ejection fraction during the transition from CKD to ESRD may provide important insights to
opportunities to improve cardiac outcomes.
Design, setting, participants, & measurements This was a longitudinal study of a subset of participants of the
Chronic Renal Insufﬁciency Cohort who were enrolled from 2003 to 2007 and followed through January of 2011.
Participants were included if they had serial echocardiograms performed at advanced CKD (deﬁned as estimated
GFR,20 ml/min per 1.73 m2) and again after ESRD (deﬁned as need for hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis).
Results A total of 190 participants (44% female, 66% black) had echocardiograms during advanced CKD and after
ESRD. Mean (SD) estimated GFR at advanced CKD was 16.9 (3.5) ml/min per 1.73 m2. Mean (SD) time between
the advanced CKD echocardiogram and ESRD echocardiogram was 2.0 (1.0) years. There was no signiﬁcant
change in left ventricular mass index (62.3–59.5 g/m2.7, P=0.10) between advanced CKD and ESRD; however,
ejection fraction signiﬁcantly decreased (53%–50%, P=0.002). Interactions for age, race, dialysis modality, and
diabetes status were not signiﬁcant (P.0.05).
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Conclusions Mean left ventricular mass index did not change signiﬁcantly from advanced CKD to ESRD;
however, ejection fraction declined during this transition period. Although left ventricular mass index is ﬁxed by
advanced stages of CKD, ejection fraction decline during more advanced stages of CKD may be an important
contributor to cardiovascular disease and mortality after dialysis.
Clin J Am Soc Nephrol 8: 355–362, 2013. doi: 10.2215/CJN.06020612

Introduction
Patients with CKD have a tremendous burden of cardiovascular disease, and patients with ESRD are at
the greatest risk for cardiovascular events and death
(1–3). In patients with CKD and ESRD, abnormalities
in left ventricular (LV) structure and function are important subclinical measures that have been associated with adverse clinical outcomes.
Approximately three quarters of incident dialysis
patients have increased LV mass (LVM) (4,5), an independent predictor of cardiovascular events and
death after onset of ESRD (6,7). Similarly, low ejection
fraction (EF), even in the absence of clinical heart failure, has also been shown to be a risk factor for cardiovascular and all-cause mortality among patients
with both CKD and ESRD (8,9).
Prior studies of LV structure and function have
been limited by cross-sectional study design or use of
clinical trial participants (10), which is generally less
representative compared with enrollees in observational studies (10–15). For example, in a posthoc analysis of the Cardiovascular Risk Reduction by Early
www.cjasn.org Vol 8 March, 2013

Anemia Treatment with Epoetin b trials, GN was
the most common cause of CKD (10). Additionally,
an observational study of CKD patients excluded patients with diabetes (12). No previous studies to our
knowledge have followed patients over time from
CKD to ESRD. The period of advanced CKD before
the initiation of dialysis is a vulnerable period when
many key medical interventions are implemented, such
as changes in BP regimens (e.g., management of angiotensin converting enzyme [ACE] inhibitors), initiation
of erythropoitin stimulating agents, and decisions on
dialysis modality; all of these interventions may impact
outcomes after initiation of dialysis. A better understanding of the change in LV structure and function
from advanced CKD to after onset of ESRD may identify modiﬁable risk factors to improve cardiovascular
outcomes after ESRD. To address this knowledge gap,
we performed serial echocardiograms in a subset of
study participants enrolled in a prospective cohort
study, the Chronic Renal Insufﬁciency Cohort (CRIC)
Study, at the time of advanced CKD and again after
reaching ESRD. Our original hypothesis was that
Copyright © 2013 by the American Society of Nephrology
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abnormalities in LV structure and function at the onset of
ESRD were already present during advanced CKD.

Materials and Methods
Source Population
This study analyzed data from CRIC, a National Institutes of Health-sponsored multicenter prospective cohort
study of persons with CKD recruited from 7 clinical centers
(with 13 enrolling sites); inclusion and exclusion criteria
and baseline characteristics have been previously published (16,17). The CRIC study included participants with
estimated GFR (eGFR)=20–70 ml/min per 1.73 m2 by the
Modiﬁcation of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) equation at
cohort entry and excluded participants with New York
Heart Association class III or IV heart failure. Institutional
review board approval was obtained from all participating
institutions, and informed consent to participate in CRIC
was obtained from all subjects.
CRIC participants have annual in-person visits and
6-month phone contacts. At the annual in-person visits, participants complete questionnaires updating interim medical events and medication use and undergo laboratory
testing. Estimated GFR is calculated from calibrated
serum creatinine measurements at each visit using the
four-variable MDRD equation.
Per the CRIC study protocol, research echocardiograms
are performed at year 1 study visit, year 4 study visit, advanced CKD study visit, and ESRD study visit (these visits
may overlap).
Study Population
Our study population included only CRIC participants
who progressed to ESRD and had an echocardiogram
performed at ESRD through January 5, 2011. ESRD was
deﬁned as the ﬁrst CRIC study visit after a patient initiated
chronic maintenance dialysis or received a kidney transplant. Participants on hemodialysis were targeted to have
their echocardiogram performed 1 day after dialysis (which
was achieved in 80% of participants in our study).
In our primary analysis, we included participants who
had an echocardiograms performed at both advanced CKD
(within 3 months) and ESRD. Advanced CKD was deﬁned
as either the visit at which a participant was observed to
have eGFR,20 ml/min per 1.73 m2 or a visit at which
there was a high predicted likelihood of a participant
reaching eGFR,20 ml/min per 1.73 m2. This predicted
likelihood was determined using an internal CRIC multivariable regression model that took into account variables,
such as prior levels of eGFR, proteinuria, and BP.
In extended analyses, we studied a subset of participants
who had serial echocardiograms performed at moderate
stages of CKD, advanced CKD, and ESRD. Moderate CKD
was deﬁned as the visit preceding the advanced CKD visit.
The echocardiogram corresponding to the moderate CKD
visit was the year 1 echocardiogram in the majority of cases
(1 year after entry into CRIC).
Description of Echocardiogram Parameters
Assessments of cardiac structure and function were
performed by echocardiography according to American
Society of Echocardiography guidelines (18). The

echocardiograms are standard transthoracic echocardiograms done at the individual sites in accordance with a
standard imaging protocol. Sonographers were initially
trained in telephone conference calls and provided with a
detailed scanning manual complete with a checklist. The
core laboratory monitored quality control and adherence to
the scanning protocol, and it provided critiques of the ﬁrst
several hundred echoes to the sites by fax. Supplemental
training was provided as needed. Quality of echocardiograms was relatively uniform across sites. All echocardiograms were then quantiﬁed at the CRIC Central
Echocardiography Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania solely by one highly trained Registered Diagnostic
Cardiac Sonographer with greater than 30 years of experience. This sonographer was not provided reference to
measurements or images from the same patient done
on a different date.
The following echocardiographic parameters were ascertained: LVM index (LVMI), relative wall thickness
(RWT), LV EF, LV geometry, and diastolic dysfunction.
LVM was calculated from two-dimensional images of the
LV short axis muscle area and apical LV length (LVM = 5/6
area3length). Two-dimensional echocardiography had
been selected by the CRIC Steering Committee to be
used in all primary analyses of CRIC echocardiographic
data. Left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) was deﬁned a priori
using the Cornell Criteria; normal was considered ,50
g/m2.7 for men and ,47 g/m2.7 for women (18). RWT,0.45
was considered normal. EF was calculated using diastolic
and systolic LV volumes measured by the single-plane
Simpson’s rule method: EF=((Dvol2Svol)/Dvol)3100.
EF was examined as a both a continuous and dichotomous
variable, with a cutoff of #50% based on prior literature of
preserved systolic function (19–21). LV geometry was
based on LVMI and RWT and divided into four categories: (1) normal (normal LVMI and normal RWT), (2) concentric remodeling (normal LVMI and high RWT), (3)
eccentric hypertrophy (elevated LVMI and normal
RWT), and (4) concentric hypertrophy (elevated LVMI
and elevated RWT). Multiple reproducibility, intrareader
reliability, and reader drift analyses were performed
throughout the course of this large-scale prospective
cohort study yearly on a 2% random sample. The intrareader reliability correlation coefﬁcients for the echocardiographic measures are 0.92 for LVM, 0.69 for RWT, and
0.85 for LV EF; 6% of patients were missing all echocardiographic measurements of interest and could not be included in the analyses.
Covariates
Information on covariates was obtained from the moderate CKD, advanced CKD, and ESRD visits (as appropriate). Covariates included demographic characteristics,
physical examination components, self-reported comorbid
conditions, tobacco and alcohol use, and medication use
within 30 days of study visit. Self-reported history of
cardiovascular disease included coronary heart disease,
myocardial infarction or revascularization, heart failure,
and stroke or peripheral vascular disease, and these factors
were tallied cumulatively from earlier to later visits. BP
measurement was performed in a quiet, standardized
setting. Three seated resting BP readings were obtained
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at each visit, and the average of the three seated resting
BP readings was used for this study. Urine proteinuria
was determined from timed 24-hour urine collections.
Dialysis treatment-related information was abstracted
from the dialysis unit charts for each participant approximately 6 months after the initiation of renal replacement
therapy.
Statistical Considerations
We compared differences in participant characteristics
between visits at advanced CKD and ESRD using Generalized Estimating Equation models, because these analyses were paired (SAS 9.2; SAS, Cary, NC). To test the
generalizability of our study population with serial echocardiograms to the larger CRIC cohort, we compared baseline
characteristics of these two groups using chi-squared
tests for categorical variables and t test for continuous
variables.
We then compared echocardiogram measures at advanced CKD with echocardiogram with echocardiogram

Figure 1. | Derivation of study population.
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measures at ESRD using Generalized Estimating Equation
models. We initially compared echocardiogram measures
at these two time points in the whole study population
(n=190). We tested for interactions by dialysis modality,
age, race, sex, and diabetes status.
In extended analyses, we investigated the change in LV
structure and function from moderate CKD to advanced
CKD to ESRD using trend tests.

Results
Of the total CRIC study population, 813 participants
progressed to advanced CKD, of which 638 participants
had an echocardiogram performed (Figure 1). Of 638 participants, 315 participants progressed to ESRD, of which
218 participants had a repeat echocardiogram after ESRD.
Of 218 participants, we excluded 28 participants who underwent preemptive renal transplantation. Thus, our ﬁnal
study population consisted of 190 participants (160 hemodialysis and 30 peritoneal dialysis patients) (Figure 1). Of
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190 participants, there were 89 participants available for
our extended analysis to compare changes in three serial
echocardiograms (at moderate CKD, advanced CKD, and
ESRD).
To assess the generalizability of our study population
with the CRIC population, we compared characteristics of
participants who did versus did not have an echocardiogram performed. At advanced CKD, the participants who
did not have an echocardiogram (Figure 1) were less likely
to be black, had higher levels of proteinuria, and had
lower hemoglobin compared with those participants who
did have an echocardiogram (Supplemental Table 1). At
ESRD, the participants who did not have an echocardiogram were older in age, were less likely to be black, and
had lower body mass index compared with those participants who did have an echocardiogram performed at
ESRD (Supplemental Table 2).
Characteristics of the Study Population at Advanced
CKD and ESRD
The study population of 190 participants was diverse,
with 44% women and 66% black participants. At advanced
CKD, the mean (SD) age was 57.5 (11.2) years, median
proteinuria was 2.75 g/24 hours (interquartile range=1.21–
5.55 g/24 hours), mean eGFR was 16.9 (3.5) ml/min per
1.73 m2, and mean observed eGFR slope from the baseline
study visit to advanced CKD was 27.7 (6.3) ml/min per
1.73 m2 per year.
Among the 160 participants who initiated hemodialysis,
the mean intradialytic weight gain was 2.5 kg, mean
predialysis BP was 154/80, and postdialysis BP was
144/76. Mean urea reduction ratio was 70%, and mean
Kt/V was 1.53. Mean hemoglobin was 11.7 g/dl, and mean
albumin was 3.8 mg/dl. Among the 30 participants who

initiated peritoneal dialysis, mean weekly Kt/V was 1.95,
mean hemoglobin was 11.8 g/dl, and mean albumin was
3.4 mg/dl.
From advanced CKD to ESRD, body mass index decreased, hemoglobin increased, BP decreased, and prevalence of self-reported cardiovascular disease increased
among the study participants (Table 1).
Change in LV Structure and Function from Advanced
CKD to ESRD
The mean (SD) time between the advanced CKD echocardiogram and ESRD echocardiogram was 2.0 (1.0) years.
The mean time between the advanced CKD echocardiogram and start of dialysis was 1.1 (0.9) years.
The majority of participants (79%) had LVH at ESRD,
similar to the proportion of LVH at advanced CKD (85%,
P=0.10) (Table 2). There was no signiﬁcant change in LVMI
between the advanced CKD (62.3 [15.0] g/m2.7) and ESRD
(59.5 [14.1] g/m2.7) echocardiograms (P=0.10).
In contrast, over this 2-year period as participants
progressed from advanced CKD to ESRD, there was a
decrease in mean EF from 53% to 50% (P=0.002). The proportion of participants with EF#50% increased from 29%
to 48% (P,0.001) (Table 2). Interactions for age, race, dialysis modality, and diabetes status were not signiﬁcant
(P.0.05). Interaction for sex was borderline statistically
signiﬁcant (P=0.05); however, both men and women had
decline in EF from advanced CKD to ESRD.
Change in LV Structure and Function from Moderate
CKD to Advanced CKD to ESRD
In extended analysis among the subgroup of 89 participants with three serial echocardiograms (the ﬁrst echocardiogram at moderate CKD, the second echocardiogram

Table 1. Characteristics of the study population at advanced CKDa and ESRDb (n=190)

Characteristic
Body mass index (kg/m2; median
[IQR])
Hemoglobin (g/dl; mean [SD])
Systolic BP (mmHg; mean [SD])
Diastolic BP (mmHg; mean [SD])
ACE inhibitor or ARB use (%)
Hypertensionc (%)
Diabetesc (%)
Cardiovascular diseasec (%)
Peripheral vascular diseasec (%)
Congestive heart failurec (%)
Strokec (%)
Myocardial infarction or
revascularizationc (%)
Hypercholesterolemiac (%)
Current tobacco usec (%)
Current alcohol usec (%)

Time of First Echocardiogram
at Advanced CKD

Time of Second
Echocardiogram at ESRD

P
Value

31.9 (27.3, 36.9)

30.4 (25.7, 35.1)

0.01

11.2 (1.5)
143.2 (26.8)
72.1 (13.0)
62
100
69
51
9
15
14
26

12.3 (1.5)
131.7 (26.0)
66.4 (13.0)
55
100
70
64
11
26
18
38

96
11
47

IQR, interquartile range; ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker.
a
Deﬁned as estimated GFR,20 ml/min per 1.73 m2.
b
Deﬁned as receipt of either peritoneal dialysis or hemodialysis.
c
By self-report.

97
11
42

,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
0.10
1.00
0.30
,0.001
0.08
,0.001
0.008
,0.001
0.20
0.70
0.08
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at advanced CKD, and the third echocardiogram after
ESRD), the mean eGFR at the time of the earliest echocardiogram was 28.6 (8.0) ml/min per 1.73 m2, and the mean
eGFR at the time of the second echocardiogram was 17.4
(4.0) ml/min per 1.73 m2. The third echocardiogram was
performed after ESRD. The mean time between the ﬁrst
CKD echocardiogram and the ESRD echocardiogram was
3.6 (1.0) years. The demographic characteristics of this subgroup were similar to the larger cohort of 190 participants
(data not shown). In this extended analysis, we also found
that there was little change in LVMI (58.2, 63.6, and 60.2
g/m2.7, respectively, P=0.20). A decline in mean EF was
again observed as kidney disease progressed (from 54% to
51% to 50%, P=0.02) (Table 3). The proportion of participants who had EF#50% rose progressively from 21% to
33% to 46% (P=0.005).
Predictors of Decline in EF from Advanced CKD to ESRD
Participants who had deteriorations in EF from advanced
CKD to ESRD had a higher prevalence of peripheral
vascular disease at advanced CKD, but they were otherwise similar to those participants who had stable or increased EF from advanced CKD to ESRD (data not shown).
In multivariable analyses, we found that lower systolic BP
at advanced CKD was an independent predictor of decline
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in EF (0.8% [0.1%–1.5%]; additional decrement of EF for
every 10 mmHg lower systolic BP, P=0.03). Age, sex,
race, hemoglobin level, diastolic BP, eGFR level, proteinuria, and use of ACE inhibitors/angiotensin receptor
blockers at advanced CKD were not signiﬁcantly associated with subsequent EF decline from advanced CKD to
ESRD.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this study is the ﬁrst that has longitudinally examined change in LV structure and function
during the transition from CKD to ESRD. In this racially
diverse population, we found that, although LVM was
abnormally high, it did not signiﬁcantly change from CKD
to ESRD, even over a time span extending 2 years from
CKD to ESRD (and in a subgroup, over 3.6 years). However,
we noted a decline in EF from CKD to ESRD over this
time period. Our results suggest that abnormally elevated
LVM is relatively ﬁxed by moderate to advanced stages of
CKD, whereas EF deteriorates during this important physiologic transition.
The lack of increase in LVMI during the transition from
CKD to ESRD contrasts with prior cross-sectional studies
showing that there is a higher prevalence of LVH with
stepwise lower eGFR (12,22). However, longitudinal

Table 2. Echocardiographic measurements at advanced CKDa and ESRDb (n=190)

Variable

Advanced CKD

ESRD

P Value

Left ventricular hypertrophy (%)
Mean (SD) left ventricular mass index (g/m2.7)
Mean (SD) left ventricular ejection fraction (%)
Ejection fraction#50% (%)
Left ventricular geometry (%)
Normal
Concentric remodeling
Eccentric hypertrophy
Concentric hypertrophy

85
62.3 (15.0)
52.5 (7.8)
29

79
59.5 (14.1)
49.7 (8.4)
48

0.10
0.10
0.002
,0.001
0.30

6
10
25
60

9
13
21
58

a

Deﬁned as estimated GFR,20 ml/min per 1.73 m2.
Deﬁned as receipt of either peritoneal dialysis or hemodialysis.

b

Table 3. Echocardiographic measurements at moderate CKDa, advanced CKDb, and ESRDc (n=89)

Variable

Moderate CKD

Advanced CKD

ESRD

P Value

Left ventricular hypertrophy (%)
Mean (SD) left ventricular mass index (g/m2.7)
Mean (SD) left ventricular ejection fraction (%)
Ejection fraction#50% (%)
Left ventricular geometry (%)
Normal
Concentric remodeling
Eccentric hypertrophy
Concentric hypertrophy

70
58.2 (15.5)
53.5 (7.0)
21

83
63.6 (15.7)
51.4 (6.5)
33

85
60.2 (13)
50.4 (8.5)
46

0.20
0.20
0.02
0.005
0.60

10
21
17
52

7
12
21
60

7
7
24
62

a

Deﬁned as estimated GFR=20–60 ml/min per 1.73 m2.
Deﬁned as estimated GFR,20 ml/min per 1.73 m2.
c
Deﬁned as receipt of either peritoneal dialysis or hemodialysis.
b
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studies are superior to cross-sectional studies in providing
information about disease evolution over time. In addition, prior cross-sectional studies have generally examined
higher ranges of eGFR (e.g., eGFR$60 versus ,60 ml/min
per 1.73 m2) and have not focused on ﬁner gradations of
lower eGFR level in advanced CKD and incident ESRD. By
prospectively following patients from advanced stages of
CKD to ESRD, our data provide novel insight into the
natural history of cardiovascular disease evolution in patients who survive earlier stages of CKD and reach ESRD.
Our study found that, although LVMI was elevated in
our study population, there was little change with progression from CKD to ESRD, whereas EF declined during
this time period. These results are consistent with heart
failure literature, which describes LVH as a precursor state
to eventual systolic dysfunction. Pathologic processes to
increase afterload (e.g., hypertension) are likely initiated
early in CKD, thus leading to LVH, an adaptive response
that initially normalizes wall stress and maintains a normal EF. Over time, LVH is associated with subendocardial
ischemia and ﬁbrosis, which can lead to eventual systolic
dysfunction (23). The transition from compensated LVH to
early heart failure is heralded by LV dilation, impairment
of systolic function, and progression of the abnormalities
in LV ﬁlling (24,25). Thus, the early impairment of EF that
we found in our study population may be a sign of early
heart failure. Our results suggest that there may be different opportunities for cardiovascular disease modiﬁcation
along the spectrum of CKD progression. For example, we
found that, by advanced CKD, it may be too late to intervene in LVH; therefore, interventions to target LV structural disease must start early in the course of CKD, even
years before ESRD. In contrast, therapies targeted to the
preservation of LV function may be especially important at
advanced CKD.
Few previous studies have assessed longitudinal change
in EF in patients with kidney disease, although several
papers have highlighted the signiﬁcance of even modest
decreases in EF. A prior analysis of patients with CKD
showed that an EF threshold of 50% was an important
independent predictor of mortality (9). Another investigation of 230 ESRD patients reported that a modest decrease
in EF to #48% was the most signiﬁcant predictor of sudden cardiac death (26). One longitudinal study of prevalent ESRD patients observed a decrease in LV systolic
function over a mean time of 17 months apart, which
was associated with a 51% increase in cardiovascular
events over the subsequent 3 years (27). In the heart failure
population, any or even small declines in EF have been
shown to be clinically signiﬁcant predictors of increased
mortality (28,29). Our study is the ﬁrst to look at change in
LV systolic function speciﬁcally during the transition from
CKD to ESRD, an important period of time associated with
heightened cardiovascular risk.
In our study, lower systolic BP at advanced CKD was
independently associated with subsequent EF decline from
advanced CKD to ESRD (30–32). Interestingly, lower BP
has been shown to be paradoxically associated with worse
survival among patients with ESRD on hemodialysis (33–
36) because of reasons that remain unclear. It is possible
that this paradoxical association between BP and outcomes
originates in the months to years before starting ESRD, a

period that has been understudied in previous epidemiologic studies. We also found that demographic characteristics, measures of kidney function, and use of ACE
inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers were not associated with EF decline in our study population. It is possible that novel uremia-related toxins may accumulate at
advanced stages of CKD and play an important role in EF
decline from CKD to ESRD. Additional investigation of
novel cardiovascular risk factors that may contribute to
decline in EF is warranted.
Prior studies have focused on patients with eGFR,60
ml/min per 1.73 m2 as a whole; however, greater granularity in studying evolution of cardiovascular disease may
be necessary for more targeted and timely interventions.
Our results suggest that cardiac function may be dynamic
during advanced CKD through ESRD, and there may be
different opportunities for cardiovascular disease modiﬁcation along the spectrum of CKD progression.
Our study had several strengths. We used a unique
prospective longitudinal cohort of patients with CKD.
Serial research-grade echocardiograms were performed
at key transition points (e.g., advanced CKD and after
ESRD) and quantiﬁed by a central laboratory by a single
reader. Our study had some limitations as well. Although
this study is the largest study to date, the overall sample
size was limited. We may, thus, be underpowered to detect modiﬁable risk factors for this decline in EF. Race,
comorbid diseases, and cardiovascular events were ascertained by self-report. The ESRD echocardiogram was not
performed immediately at incident ESRD but at a mean
time of 1 year later. However, this result is entirely consistent with other studies, where echocardiograms performed 12–18 months after dialysis initiation were taken
to represent incident ESRD pathophysiology (5,13,14,37,38).
We did not have enough participants undergoing peritoneal dialysis to compare outcomes between these patients
and patients on hemodialysis, although the interaction for
dialysis modality was not signiﬁcant. In this study population, adjudication of cardiovascular events was not complete, and the number of deaths was small; therefore, we
were not able to examine associations between EF decline
and important clinical end points. This study was of research volunteers, and therefore, results may not be generalizable to all CKD patients, although our estimates of
LVH among new dialysis patients were very consistent
with prior studies (39).
In conclusion, our ﬁndings suggest that there is significant decline in EF from advanced CKD to ESRD, whereas
LVM is relatively stable. Additional studies are needed to
elucidate the pathologic mechanism for this decline in EF,
deﬁne its correlation with clinical outcomes, and explore
possible interventions to preserve systolic function from
CKD to ESRD.
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